Syllabus – ES 370
Leadership for Community Action
Summer 2019
July 3rd- July 23rd • Salish Sea
Instructors: Ryan Hilperts and Nick Stanger
ryan@schoolofchange.ca (250) 472-5767
nick@schoolofchange.ca (360) 977-9723
1.5 Credits
Course Description
Critical inquiry into communication theory, research, and practice directed toward environmental
concerns in the context of diverse communities. Opportunity to develop skill in techniques such
as cultural sensitivity and inclusion, community outreach, environmental interpretation, systemic
social change, social marketing, digital and physical media, and/or partnerships. Requires
working in an interdisciplinary group to examine environmental problems and
communication-based approaches to solutions. Repeatable up to 10 credits including original
course.
Co-requisite: ES 380 Transformative Indigenous Resurgence in the Salish Sea
Course outcomes:
After the end of this course, each student will:
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●

See themselves, individually and in community, as an actor at all scales of ecology; be
able to identify and communicate the ecological implications in economic expressions of
culture;
Be proficient with a diversity of skills and techniques used in community organizing,
group facilitation, and political action;
Have access to a diverse network of communities for collaboration within the Salish Sea
bioregion;
Be able to model inclusive community values in their actions and language;
Demonstrate effective and personalized leadership and group communication skills;
Possess the ability to live and travel in outdoor and wilderness settings;
Have increased self-awareness and ability for self-assessment and self-care;
Develop and lead an action plan for a project related to ecological sustainability and/or
social equity.

Class Requirements
Grading will be based on 200 total points for all the assignments.
UVic Students:
A+ = 90-100 A = 85-89 points A- = 80-84 B+ 77-79 B= 73-76 B- = 70-72 C+ = 65-59 C= =
80-89 C = 60-64 D = 50-59 F = 0-49
Academic Integrity
The principle aim of your education is to develop your own capacity for reasoned and
enlightened judgment about matters of importance to yourself and your world. Your actions in
this class should be consistent with this goal as well as with respect for the similar integrity of
others. Thus, you should make yourself familiar with UVic’s policies on academic honesty such
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as citation of sources and plagiarism, and understand the potential consequences. See
https://www.uvic.ca/current-students/home/academics/academic-integrity/index.php
Disability Accommodation
Any student with a documented disability is encouraged to speak to the instructor in the first
week of class.
Student Services
Western and UVic encourage students to seek assistance and support at the onset of an illness,
difficulty, or crisis, and provides services through the Health Center, the Counseling Center, the
University Police, and the Dean of Students.
Assessments

Assignment

Description and Due Date

What kind of
Leader Am I?

Pre-course essay in which you articulate your
perspective on leadership.

Communications
Piece

A focused communications piece related to your
project with community partner. This may take the
form of a grant proposal, a blog post, a letter to the
editor, an action alert, or other useful format. To be
determined on course.
Interview with two leaders– one on-course and one
off–and a reflection piece that relates this
interview to our own development as a leader.
Facilitation and leadership of the learning
community for one day, to be scheduled during the
field school.
Presentation on issue of concern.

20

A final synthetic essay that reflects on all of your
practical and written work throughout Redfish.
Your community action project plan, which will be
honed with the help of peers and experts we meet.
You will receive support for 6 months following
Redfish to help you enact this plan. Feedback and
preparation: throughout. Final plan due: August 1.

20

Purpose
Interviews
Check in & Leader
of the Day
Issue Pitch and
Presentation
Finding My Way
Narrative
Community Action
Project Plan
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Point
s
30

20
30
20

60

Overall Sample Rubric
Criteria
Excellent
(9-10pts)
Course Goals
Project clearly
and
demonstrates a
Expectations
high level of
met (60%)
knowledge and
articulates their
understanding of
EE and the goals
of this course.
Communicatio
Project clearly
n (10%)
demonstrates a
high level of
effective
communication
with no
grammatical
errors, concise
discussion, and
efficient
language use.
Creativity
Project takes
(30%)
appropriate risks
and explores
alternative and
interactive media
in innovative and
compelling
ways.

Satisfactory
(7-8pts)
Project clearly
demonstrates a
moderate level
of knowledge
regarding EE
and the goals of
this course.

Unsatisfactory
(5-6 pts)
Project
demonstrates a
low level of
knowledge
regarding EE
and the goals of
this course.

Poor (0-4pts)

Project clearly
demonstrates a
moderate level
of effective
communication
with few
grammatical
errors, concise
discussion, and
efficient
language use.
Project takes
some
appropriate risks
and explores
alternative and
interactive media
in compelling
ways.

Project clearly
demonstrates a
low level of
effective
communication
with many
grammatical
errors, wordy
discussion, and
inefficient
language use.
Project takes no
risks and does
not present
alternative or
compelling
mediated
experience.

Project clearly
demonstrates a
no effective
communication
with many
grammatical
errors,
incomprehensibl
e discussion, and
inefficient
language use.
Project is poorly
conceptualized
with little to no
creative thought
put to the end
product.

Project
demonstrates
level of
knowledge
regarding EE and
the goals of this
course.
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